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Fact Sheet

Experience the limitless 
possibilities of fiber. 

For more information, please contact 1-855-91-FIBER or visit Fiber.CrownCastle.com

We are an experienced partner, and the last owner of a nationwide network of fiber. With best-in-class 
consultation and customer support, we are dedicated to understanding our customers and delivering  
solutions that accommodate a wide range of connectivity, security, and application needs. Our high-
performance networks can handle virtually any speed and are built with flexibility and scalability, so  
you’re always ready for whatever the future brings. 

Why Crown Castle 

Network 

We’re a committed, long-term owner 
of 60,000 route miles of fiber and 
25K+ on-net buildings, with 900+ 
connected data centers—giving you 
access to one of the largest and 
densest networks in the country.

Expertise 

We have over 25 years of experience 
building and maintaining custom, 
mission-critical solutions across  
every vertical. We can recommend 
the best solutions for the performance 
you need, whether that’s Dark 
Fiber, Ethernet, Wavelength, Private 
Networks, Internet Access, Colocation, 
Cloud Connect, Optical Encryption, 
Ultra-Low Latency, DDoS,  
or Video Transport.

Flexibility 

We’re able to build our networking 
solutions with varying levels of control 
and flexibility so they can grow with 
your organization, making it easy to add 
new services and manage bandwidths, 
latencies, security, and redundancy.

Support 

Our locally based service teams work 
closely with you to consult, design, and 
deliver solutions that meet your needs, 
while our state-of-the-art Network 
Operation Center works around-the- 
clock to keep your network running.

“No other provider can do what Crown Castle Fiber 
is doing for us. They have the network footprint 
and the wherewithal to create a solution we can 
always rely on.

STEWART SERUYA
Chief Security Officer, University of Miami



For more information, please contact 1-855-91-FIBER or visit Fiber.CrownCastle.com

Crown Castle owns, operates and leases more than 40,000 cell towers and approximately 
60,000 route miles of fiber supporting small cells and fiber solutions across every major  
US market. This nationwide portfolio of communications infrastructure connects cities  
and communities to essential data, technology, and wireless service—bringing information,  
ideas, and innovations to the people and businesses that need them.

Crown Castle at a glance
When you work with us, you get a stable partner who is dedicated to understanding your needs and delivering a 
solution to run your organization today—while setting the stage for tomorrow’s most transformative innovations. 
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Industries Served:

> Healthcare

>  Financial & Professional  
Services 

> Higher Education

> Schools & Libraries

> Media & Entertainment

> Government

> Content Distribution 

> Energy & Utilities 

> Wholesale

By the numbers

Coverage map
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Product Sheet

Ethernet 

Ethernet has become the go-to technology for high-performance,  
reliable, and cost-efficient connectivity. Healthcare providers use it to 
connect imaging facilities to hospitals and improve patient care, while 
banks rely on its ability to cost-effectively connect branches with  
regional headquarters.

Our Ethernet solutions combine the 
reliability and ubiquity of Carrier Ethernet 
with next-generation metro area transport 
technology. The result is an efficient, fully 
restorable network that’s easy to manage 
and ready for any vertical or application 
requirement. Additionally, the natural 
flexibility of Carrier Ethernet allows us to 
offer you a range of solutions that give 
you varying levels of control to meet the 
bandwidth and security requirements you 
need—today and in the future.

Our business Ethernet solutions include 
MetroE Advanced Private Line, E-Line, 
Ethernet Virtual Private Line (EVPL), 
and Ethernet Private LAN (E-LAN). With 
support for Layer 2 point-to-point, point-
to-multipoint, and multipoint-to-multipoint 

topologies, you can seamlessly extend  
your Ethernet network from your building 
into the metro area and beyond.

With a private, diverse fiber backbone, 
along with protected access options,  
we offer a robust solution set for your  
business continuity requirements. With  
over 60,000 route miles of fiber across 
every major metro area, you’ll be tapping 
into one of the largest, densest Ethernet 
footprints in the country.

Our fully staffed Network Operations 
Center and locally based service teams 
proactively monitor your fiber network 
around-the-clock and respond to changing 
circumstances—giving you unmatched 
reliability and peace of mind.

For more information, please contact 1-855-91-FIBER or visit Fiber.CrownCastle.com

“Crown Castle Fiber has taken away the pain points when it comes to bringing in new applications. 
We’ve been impressed with their level of customer service on every level, and have been very happy 
with the performance and service of our network.

GREG KLOPP
Information Technology, Hershey Entertainment & Resorts

25+ Years  
of Expertise

NYSE  
S&P 500

Infrastructure Solutions

> Dark Fiber

> Ethernet
> Wavelength

> Private Networks

> Internet Access

> Colocation 



For more information, please contact 1-855-91-FIBER or visit Fiber.CrownCastle.com

Crown Castle owns, operates and leases more than 40,000 cell towers and approximately 
60,000 route miles of fiber supporting small cells and fiber solutions across every major  
US market. This nationwide portfolio of communications infrastructure connects cities  
and communities to essential data, technology, and wireless service—bringing information,  
ideas, and innovations to the people and businesses that need them.

SPECIFICATION METRO-E ADVANCED PRIVATE LINE E-LINE EVPL, E-LAN

Technology Layer 2 Ethernet over private fiber Layer 2 Ethernet over DWDM or fiber Layer 2 Ethernet over MPLS or fiber

Throughput 1Gbps - 10Gbps 50Mbps - 100Gbps 10Mbps - 10Mbps

Interface 10 GigE GigE, 10 GigE, 100 GigE GigE or 10 GigE

Framing Jumbo Frames up to 9100 Jumbo Frames up to 9100 Jumbo Frames up to 9100

Network  
Management

24/7 monitoring and surveillance 24/7 monitoring and surveillance 24/7 monitoring and surveillance

Network Options Metro configurations Long-haul and metro configurations Long-haul and metro configurations

Availability Available at most on-net locations 
throughout the Crown Castle Fiber network

Available at most on-net locations 
throughout the Crown Castle Fiber network

Available at most on-net locations 
throughout the Crown Castle Fiber network

Architecture Point-to-point Point-to-point Point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, 
multipoint-to-multipoint
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Key Features* 
 > Speeds from 10Mbps to 100Gbps

 > Switched and dedicated bandwidth configurations

 > Dedicated access links with multiple protection options

 > Standards-based IEEE Ethernet service for Layer 2 transport

 > 802.1Q VLAN and 802.1 QinQ tunneling supported

 > MEF Carrier Ethernet 2.0, MEF 9, and MEF 14 certified technology

 > 24/7 network monitoring

* Not all features are available in all markets. Please contact  
your sales representative for more information.

Solutions 
 > Our Ethernet solutions enable the extension of dedicated 
or virtual LAN infrastructure for WAN connectivity, with 
committed information rates from 10Mbps to 100Gbps and 
guaranteed network performance.

 - E-Line: Dedicated UNIs for point-to-point connections—simple 
and secure

 - EVPL: A flexible, virtualized option allowing multiple applications 
and connections to run over a converged interface

 - E-LAN: Transparent LAN service and multipoint VPNs

 - MetroE Advanced Private Line: Private Ethernet delivered over 
dedicated fiber with switches deployed at each end-user location 
across a metro area.

 > Four Classes of Service provide the routing options necessary 
to manage traffic while ensuring application performance:

 - Mission Critical: Ultra-high availability, superior performance, 
lowest latency (requires redundant access connection)

 - Business Critical: High-availability, high-performance

 - Business Priority: Enhanced performance

 - Standard: Standard performance

Key Benefits 
 > Seamless interconnection with no additional equipment  
on your premises, reducing equipment capital costs

 >  Simple installation and turn-up with no protocol conversion

 >  Cost-efficient on both a cost per bit and cost per port basis 

compared to fixed TDM technologies

 > Easier installation and management allows for rapid 
provisioning compared to other platforms

 > Flexible bandwidth allows you to pay as you grow

 >  Scalability for long-term network evolution connectivity
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Wavelength 

For today’s businesses and service providers, bandwidth-intensive 
applications—including data center backup and recovery and cloud 
services—are driving a need for wavelengths. Our fully managed, private, 
point-to-point Wavelength solutions provide dedicated bandwidth 
to guarantee performance when you need it, delivered over a state-
of-the-art Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM) network. It’s a 
high-capacity solution that relieves bandwidth constraints, improves 
application performance, and scales with your business.

We also offer Managed Private Optical Networks (MPON) that are flexible, 
custom-designed solutions capable of supporting multiple technologies, 
protocols, and applications across a wide area. With MPON you’ll get a turnkey, 
dedicated private networking solution that’s backed by our nationwide footprint, 
the latest technologies, and our experienced support staff.

For more information, please contact 1-855-91-FIBER or visit Fiber.CrownCastle.com

Key Benefits

Security

Layer 1 optical encryption Wavelength 
solutions are FIPS-certified to provide 
the highest level of in-flight data 
security. MPON solutions provide an 
additional layer of security with private 
fiber and private DWDM equipment.

Diversity 

When designing diverse routes, we 
provide protected and unprotected 
options and leverage unique utility 
rights-of-way to improve network 
reliability and survivability.

Easy-to-deploy 

All of the features of Dark Fiber with 
the ease of a managed service.

Fully managed 

Proactive monitoring ensures high 
availability and reduces network 
management requirements and 
resources. And you get the unmatched 
reliability and peace of mind of our 
around-the-clock Network Operations 
Center, so you can spend less time 
managing your network.

Flexibility 

Supports multiple protocols with 
seamless support for IP, Ethernet, 
SONET, and SAN services and 
is standards based with DWDM 
equipment ensuring multi-vendor 
interoperability. Can be customized 
with ultra-low and low-latency 
configurations for real-time 
applications like video conferencing 
and financial services transactions.

25+ Years  
of Expertise

NYSE  
S&P 500

Infrastructure Solutions

> Dark Fiber

> Ethernet

> Wavelength
> Private Networks

> Internet Access

> Colocation 

Product Sheet



For more information, please contact 1-855-91-FIBER or visit Fiber.CrownCastle.com

Crown Castle owns, operates and leases more than 40,000 cell towers and approximately 
60,000 route miles of fiber supporting small cells and fiber solutions across every major  
US market. This nationwide portfolio of communications infrastructure connects cities  
and communities to essential data, technology, and wireless service—bringing information,  
ideas, and innovations to the people and businesses that need them.

“We can purchase a network anywhere, but another key layer is the relationship. 
[…] When the IT team calls the Network Operations Center, they are not passed 
off to someone else. […] Over the past few years, Crown Castle Fiber’s account 
management team has served our company as technology advisors.

JIM FLORIAN
VP for Infrastructure Services at Provident Bank
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Features 
 > Enables the extension of LAN infrastructures for WAN, MAN, 
or SAN connectivity

 > Flexible, transparent bandwidth that supports most major 
protocols

 > Protected and unprotected configurations available

 
 > MPON solutions provide all of the benefits of Dark Fiber 
without the cost

 > FIPS-certified Layer 1 optical encryption available

 > Dedicated bandwidth at full line rate

 > 24/7 network surveillance and monitoring

Technical Specifications

SPECIFICATION DESCRIPTION

Bandwidth OTU 1-4 Fiber Channel, 1 GigE, 10 GigE, 40 GigE, 
100 GigE, OC-x, 1 Gbps to 100 Gbps

Protocol Independent Open interfaces support all major transport 
protocols: Ethernet, IP, SONET, Fiber Channel, 
SAN, SD/HD-Video

Optional Route 
Diversity

Implement service on multiple routes to further 
ensure the highest availability possible

Optional Optical 
Protection on Diverse 
Routes

Switch between active and back-up paths to limit 
the impact of network events

Availability Available on both metro and long-haul networks

MPON Fully managed, custom-designed fiber solution 
with private fiber and dedicated WDM equipment

PROTECTION SPECIFICATION DESCRIPTION

Availability 99.99%

Bit Error Rate 1×10-9

Error Free Seconds 99.9%

Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) 4 hours

Availability Available on both metro and 
long-haul networks

Note: Specific protection and performance metrics will be determined by your 
solution design and Service Level Agreement.
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